Following the works of Alexandrov, Mironov and Morozov, we show that the symplectic invariants of [14] built from a given spectral curve satisfy a set of Virasoro constraints associated to each pole of the differential form ydx and each zero of dx. We then show that they satisfy the same constraints as the partition function of the Matrix M-theory defined by Alexandrov, Mironov and Morozov. The duality between the different matrix models of this theory is made clear as a special case of dualities between symplectic invariants. Indeed, a symplectic invariant admits two decomposition: as a product of Kontsevich integrals on the one hand, and as a product of 1 hermitian matrix integral on the other hand. These two decompositions can be though of as Givental formulae for the KP tau functions.
1 Introduction and main results
Introduction: Matrix M-theory
The theory of Hermitian random matrices is linked to many different fields in mathematics and physics by different very means (proved or conjectured) such as enumerative geometry, string theory or statistical physics. But matrix models are not only dual to different theories, they are also dual from one another, e.g. the hermitian one matrix model's partition function can lead to the Kontsevich integral by taking an appropriate limit of the moduli of this model [5] . More generally, it seems that there exist dualities between many different matrix models as it is pointed out in [2, 3, 4] . In this series of papers, the authors consider the possibility of the existence of a random matrix equivalent of M-theory, i.e. they claim, and give evidences, that there should exist a general "M-theory" whose partition function reduces to different kinds of matrix models in different patches of the moduli of this big theory 2 . Even though such a general partition function was not explicitly built in these articles, they proposed to characterize it as the zero mode of a differential operator defined on an associated algebraic curve: the spectral curve. This global operator is shown to decompose as a sum of local Virasoro operators defined in the neighborhood of the singularities of the spectral curve. Recent progresses in the resolution of hermitian random matrix models [10, 8, 12, 9, 14] have led to the definition of an infinite set of numbers F (h) associated to an arbitrary algebraic curve whether this algebraic curve comes from the study of a matrix model or not. More precisely, these works point 1 E-mail: nicolas.orantin@cern.ch 2 More precisely, this partition function is defined as the string theory partition function in the sense of [27] .
out that the matrix models should not be studied only for themselves but are just one representation of the fundamental symplectic integrable invariants in some very particular cases. These more general partition functions always possess a topological expansion in a formal parameter N which is identified with the size of the matrices to be integrated in the matrix model representations. When the spectral curve is identified as coming from a matrix model 3 , this partition function is equal to the partition function of the matrix model considered. We are thus able to build a partition function associated to an arbitrary algebraic curve and which reduces to the partition function of matrix models for some particular curves: it is a good candidate for this "matrix M-theory" partition function. Nevertheless, the link between the approach of Alexandrov, Mironov and Morozov [3] is not that obvious and it is an interesting problem to make it clear since both approaches can benefit from one another. This is precisely the aim of the present paper: we show that both definitions coincide since the recursion relations of [14] reduce to the Virasoro constraints of [3] when expressed in the right variables.
Main results
Let us consider an algebraic equation E(x, y) 4 represented by a compact Riemann surface Σ and two meromorphic functions x and y on it such that
and the one-form ydx has poles α i of degree d i + 1 and dx has simple zeroes a i . In the following, we refer to this equation as the spectral curve. Following [14] , one defines the simplectic invariants F (g) (E) associated to this equation and build the partition function
The purpose of this paper is to find a set of differential operators annihilating this partition function. One first shows, in theorem 3.2, that the "loop equations" satisfied by the correlation functions can be seen as Virasoro constraints annihilating the partition functions:
where the current is defined at any point p of the spectral curve by
with ∂ B(.,p) the loop insertion operator of [14] . We then precise the link between the recursion relations of [14] and the Virasoro constraints of [3] . Indeed, we show that the recursive definition of the correlation functions is nothing but saying that the action of a Virasoro operator located at the branch points annihilates the partition function (see theorem 3.3):
In section 4, we show that, in appropriate coordinates, these global Virasoro operators project to local operators
with the discrete Virasoro operators
and a similar result for the projection of L(p) around the branch points. Finally, these local Virasoro constraints allow us to decompose the partition function Z as a product of one hermitian matrix integral on the one side and a product of Kontsevich integrals on the other side (see theorems 5.1 and 5.2):
with two inter-twinning operators U and U linking the global structure of the spectrale curve and the local behavior of ydx at its poles and its zeroes encoded in the moduli t j,i and τ i respectively. These decomposition formulae were actually already derived by Givental in the study of the multi-component KP τ -function [19, 20] and observed by Chekhov in the matrix model framework in [7] .
Remark 1.1 This last decomposition formula is proved only in the case of a genus 0 spectral curve. Indeed, if the spectral curve has higher genus, there exists an ambiguity in the definition of the terms of the decomposition which requires further investigations.
Symplectic invariants
Let us first summarize how the symplectic invariants and correlation functions are defined in [14] and introduce some useful notations.
Algebraic geometry: definitions and notations
In the following one considers an algebraic equation of degree d x + 1 in x and d y + 1 in y
referred to as the spectral curve. More precisely, the spectral curve is the triple (Σ, x, y) where Σ is a compact Riemann surface and x(p) and y(p) two meromorphic functions on it such that
One also needs to equip this Riemann surface with a basis of canonical cycles
, where g is the genus of Σ.
Branch points and sheeted structure
Given a fixed value of x, the equation E(x, y) has generically d y + 1 distinct solutions in y. This means that there exist d y + 1 distinct points p i ∈ Σ, i = 0, . . . , d y , corresponding to the same value of x:
This corresponds to saying that Σ can be viewed as d y + 1 copies of the Riemann sphere, each corresponding to one particular p i : one calls such a copy of CP 1 , a y-sheet. But there also exist particular points a i , i = 1, . . . , #bp, where two pre-images of a given complex number x(p) coincide:
These points are called x-branch points since they correspond to loci where two y-sheets meet. They are solution of the equation
In the following, we always suppose that all the branch points are simple, i.e. they are simple zeroes of dx 5 . This restriction implies that as a point q approaches a branch point a i , there exists a unique point q such that x(q) = x(q), y(q) = y(q) and q → a i as q → a i . Remark that the application q → q is not globally defined but only locally near each branch point 6 .
Fundamental differentials
We denote by du i (p) the g holomorphic differentials on Σ normalized on the A-cycles:
The Bergman Kernel B(p, q) is the unique bidifferential having only one pole in p located at p → q such that
and normalized by
One also defines the third Abelian differential
which has two simple poles in q → p and q → p ′ with respective residues 1 and -1.
One especially needs a particular case of this differential when the integration path lies in the neighborhood of a branch point a i linking one point p to its conjugate p:
(2-10)
5 One can deal with higher order zeroes by merging such simple zeroes. It is studied in section 8 of [14] . 6 Nevertheless it can be globally defined if the curve is hyperelliptic since it is the application which exchanges the y-sheets.
Moduli of the curve
The main differential involved in the theory of the symplectic invariants is the 1-form ydx. First of all, it has # poles poles α i of respective degrees d i . It can thus be described by its behavior around these poles
where
is the inverse of a local variable in the neighborhood α i , i.e. it has a simple pole in α i . It is build as follows: if x is regular at α i , set ξ i (z) = x(z) − x(p), and if x has a pole of degree
One also needs to precise its cycles integrals
The coefficients t k,i are called the moduli at the pole α i and the cycle integrals ǫ i are the filling fractions. These moduli define totally the differential form ydx. Indeed, using the Riemann bilinear formula [17, 18] , one can write it
Symplectic invariants, correlation function and free energy
We now have everything in hand to define the central objects of this theory.
Definitions
Following [14] , let us define recursively the k points, genus h correlation functions W (h)
Definition 2.1 Correlation functions are defined by
where ′ in the RHS means that we exclude the terms with (m, J) = (0, ∅), and (h, K).
We also define the symplectic invariants Definition 2.2 For h ≥ 2, the genus h symplectic invariant is given by
where Φ(q) is any primitive of ydx, whereas for h = 0, 1, they are given by
where τ Bx is the Bergmann τ -function defined in [11, 22] and
and
The correlation functions and free energies can be seen as the terms of the topological expansions of some complete functions depending on an extra-variable N :
Definition 2.3 Let the complete correlation functions and free energies be defined by
Let the partition function associated to the spectral curve E(x, y) be
Variation wrt the moduli of the spectral curve
These free energies and thus the partition functions are functions of the moduli of the algebraic curve E. Among all the properties of these functions, it is interesting to note that their variations with respect to the moduli follow a simple rule (see [14] ):
Theorem 2.1 When the one form ydx changes infinitesimally to ydx(p) + ǫΩ(p) with
for some function Λ and an integration contour ∂Ω away from the branch points, the correlation functions and free energies change as follows
Since the moduli of the curve are encoded in the one form ydx, one can extract from this theorem the variation of the correlation functions and free energies wrt them (see [14] for details). More precisely, the correlation functions themselves were built as the result of a particular variation of the spectral curve changing ydx(p) to ydx(p) + ǫB(p, q). This variation is encoded in the so-called loop insertion operator ∂ B(.,p) defined by
This operator, depending on one point p of the spectral curve, can be used to summarize the variations of all the moduli of the spectral curve at once by looking at its Taylor expansion around a singularity of the spectral curve. This is the basis of the arising of the Virasoro constraints studied in the forthcoming sections.
Global and local Virasoro contraints
In this section, we show that the partition function Z(E) associated to a given algebraic curve E is the zero mode of two operator valued meromorphic 1-forms on the considered algebraic curve: the global Virasoro operators. More precisely, one has one differential operator associated to the moduli of the spectral curve at the poles of ydx whereas the other one involves the moduli at the x-branch points. Moreover the first operator is equivalent to the so-called loop equations whereas the second one is equivalent to the recursive solution of [14] defining the correlation functions.
Loop equations and global Virasoro constraints from the poles
In [14] , the correlation functions associated to a given algebraic equation were related to the variations of the free energy with respect to the moduli of this equation chosen to be the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the 1-form ydx near its poles. In the present section, we go further, showing that one can extract from this information a general differential equation mimicking the loop equations derived in the context of the random matrix theory. Indeed, the correlation functions can be shown to satisfy some similar "loop equations":
, the complete correlation functions
where the function
is a function of p with poles only at the poles of ydx.
proof:
It follows from the loop equations derived in the simplest mixed case in [15] . Consider the loop equations (3-29) of [15] divided by H 0,0 (p, q) and take the residue as q approaches the poles β i of xdy.
. The formula comes directly from the pole decomposition of the function P 1,k (p, p K ).
As it was pointed out in [14] , the correlation functions can be seen as variations of the free energy when one changes the moduli of the spectral curve. Remember that one can see the correlation functions as the result of the action of the loop insertion operator on the free energy:
where the free energy is the sum of all the genus contributions:
. It is also important to remark that this loop insertion operator is just build to deal with the variations of all the moduli at the poles at once. Thanks to these properties one can show that the partition function Z = e −F is the solution of a differential equation involving the moduli of the spectral curve.
Theorem 3.2 For any point p ∈ Σ, the partition function satisfies
where one defines the global Virasoro operator
where the current is defined on any point of the spectral curve by
proof: It directly follows from the properties Eq. The partition function is thus the zero mode of a global operator defined as an operator valued meromorphic differential on the spectral curve. This operator, labeled by a point on the spectral curve, is in fact used to summarize different variations of the partition functions wrt to the moduli of the spectral curve on its poles, i.e. the moduli of the underlying theory.
Recursive relations and global constraints from the branch points
In the preceding section, we used a detour to build a global operator on the spectral curve annihilating the partition function in order to work with the moduli introduced in [14] . Indeed, we first built some loop equations satisfied by the correlation functions in order to build this global operator thanks to its projection around the poles of ydx. But we could choose to describe the 1-form ydx by its behavior at its zeroes instead of its poles, introducing moduli of the spectral curve as the coefficients of the taylor expansion of ydx around the x-branch points.
Let us consider the definition of W
for any g > 0:
One can remark that the left hand side can be included in the RHS by writing 8 :
After summing over the genus g and writing the correlation functions in terms of the variations of the partition function one get 7 The name Virasoro operator is related to the projection of this operator around the poles (cf section 4). 8 For detailed computations, refer to equation (4-12) of [9] .
Theorem 3.3 For any point p on the spectral curve, the partition function is a zero mode of the
We have thus built a second global Virasoro operator on the spectral curve. Note that the first one Eq. (3-6) was defined in terms of an integral around the poles of ydx while the new one is given in terms of a contour around the zeroes of this differential form. Its is also interesting to note that they carry the same form thanks to the following lemma
Lemma 3.1 The global Virasoro operator Eq. (3-11) can be written
with
The proof relies on the properties of the correlation functions as one changes sheets. It can be built from the equations (4-5), (4-7), (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and (4-15) in [9] .
Local Virasoro constraints
We have now defined two global operators annihilating the partition function and involving all the moduli of the spectral curve. Let us now project these constraints in the neighborhood of different singularities to make the link with the Virasoro algebra clear, i.e. we look at this differential equation in different regime in the moduli space of the spectral curve 9 .
Virasoro constraint at the poles and Hermitian one matrix model representation
When the argument of the loop insertion operator approaches a pole of ydx, one can expand the latter in terms of the local variable z i :
We can then project the global constraint Eq. (3-6) in the neighborhood of this pole and get:
Theorem 4.1 For any point p in the neighborhood of a pole α i of ydx:
9 It is interesting to see that moving the point in the spectral curve really corresponds to selecting a regime in the moduli space of this curve.
where the local Virasoro operator is defined as the loop operator
:
with the current
It can be convenient to write this operator as
It is easily checked that they indeed satisfy the commutation relations
Thus, the symplectic invariants are D-modules in the sense of [2, 3, 4] as they are solution to some Virasoro constraints. It is remarkable that one can associate one set of Virasoro constraints to each pole of ydx. One can actually consider these different Virasoro algebra as local realizations of the global constraints imposed by the global Virasoro operator 3-6.
It is also interesting to note that the Virasoro constraints associated to a pole of the algebraic curve appears explicitly in the study of the Hermitian one matrix model defined by the partition function:
where one integrates over N × N Hermitian matrices M .
Indeed, in this case, the partition function is the symplectic invariant built from the spectral curve:
where P (x) is a polynomial of degree at most d − 1. Thus, the function y has two poles: one simple pole noted ∞ y and one pole of degree d denoted by ∞ x . Moreover, x has a simple pole at ∞ x and one can precise the behavior of ydx:
We are thus in the case described in this section with the t i of the decomposition in the neighborhood of the pole given by the coefficients of the polynomial action in the matrix integral. Thus, one gets:
Theorem 4.2 The partition function Z H is solution of the Virasoro constraints:
Since the t k 's involved in this equation are the only parameters of this model, these equation, and thus the neighborhood of this unique pole of ydx, are sufficient to describe this model. This is why this representation of the free energy is often used when one encounters this type of Virasoro constraints: typically, around a pole of ydx (or xdy) a D-module can be represented under this form.
It means that in this regime where one plugs in only the moduli at one pole, the partition function reduces to the one of the hermitian 1 matrix model.
Virasoro constraints at the branch points and Kontsevich integral
One can also build such operators in the vicinity of the branch points a i giving rise to the Kontsevich kernel by the gaussian case decomposition.
For this purpose, one has to expand the one-form ydx in the neighborhood of its zeroes, i.e. the branch points, to emphasize the moduli at the branch points. We thus have to introduce local parameterizations in the vicinity of the branch points a i . Since one considers only simple branch points, one has a natural parameter in the vicinity of a branch point a i :
More precisely, let us write down the Taylor expansion of the 1-form ydx in the neighborhood of the branch point a i in terms of the local variable z i (p):
One can now blow up the spectral curve around this branch point, by expressing it in terms of the local coordinateẑ i . The blown up spectral curve admits a rational parameterization:
It was proved in [14] that the local behavior of the symplectic invariants around a critical point is given by the symplectic invariants of the blown up spectral curve. Thus, in the vicinity of the branch points a i , the symplectic invariants reduce to those of Eq. (4-17) which are given by the topological expansion of the Kontsevich integral defined as follows: [23, 21] 
where Λ is a deterministic external matrix defined by
This matrix integral is known to satisfy continuous Virasoro constraints in terms of the τ j,i :
where the operator L (i) j can be found in [2] Hence, the partition function Z satisfies:
(4-21)
Givental like decomposition
From the first section, one knows that there exists two families of Virasoro operators defined in the neighborhood of the poles and the zeros respectively annihilating the global partition function:
It means that one can decompose the partition function Z in two ways:
• it is the product of zeros-modes of the operators L i (p), which are nothing but the partition functions of the one matrix model studied in section 4.1;
• it is the product of the zero-modes of the operators L i (p) which are nothing but Kontsevich integrals studied in section 4.2.
This means that the partition function Z can be decomposed as a product of 1 matrix model integrals or Kontsevich integrals (which are KdV tau-functions) up to some conjugation operator mixing the local variables at the branch points and poles of ydx. This reproduces the decomposition formulae discovered by Givental for multi-component KP tau functions [19, 20] . Let us write these two types of decomposition explicitly.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the Virasoro constraints and differential equations studied so far only involve one part of the moduli of the spectral curve: they do not care about the filling fractions ǫ i . Thus, if the spectral curve has non-vanishing genus, one should fix the dependence of both sides of the decomposition formula on these filling fractions in order to get the right equality. This point is still under investigations and we consider in the following of this paper that the spectral curve has genus 0.
Decomposition of the global partition function in local partition functions
Let us consider a prototype of Givental's like decomposition, i.e. a decomposition of the global Virasoro operator as a product of local Virasoro operators in the neighborhood of a set of singular point ξ i :
and the inverse of a local variable z i in the neighborhood of ξ i . Let us suppose that the global current J (p) converges to local currents J i (p) as p → ξ i where
for some fixed times t k,i . We now decompose the zero mode Z of the global Virasoro operator
into a product of the zero modes of the local operators:
thanks to some conjugation operator U:
In order to compute the conjugation operator U, one first identify the difference between the local currents and the global one:
since the intertwining operator is build to compensate this difference. For this purpose, following [3] , let us define the bi-differential
Especially, one has
One can compute explicitly
On the other hand, one has
Looking for a generic solution of the form
one gets
This can be written
Finally, the conjugation operator is constrained by
This set of equations admits as solution
(5-20)
Let us apply this analysis to the decomposition in one hermitian matrix model partition functions and Kontsevich integrals.
Virasoro at poles: decomposition in 1 matrix models
Let us first consider the case of the poles of ydx: {ξ i } := {α i }. From Eq. (4-1), one knows that the global current J (p) tends to the local current J i (p) as p → α i . On the other hand, in section 4.1, we proved that the partition function of the one hermitian matrix model
is a zero mode of the local Virasoro operator
The previous section implies then that 
(5-23)
with the intertwining operator U defined by
Virasoro at branch points: decomposition in Kontsevich integrals
Let us now consider the case of the branch points: {ξ i } := {a i }. In section 4.2, we proved that the Kontsevich integral
One thus has the decomposition formula 
.
(5-32)
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we investigated and made precise the link between the definition of the partition function of [3] as a D-module and the recursive one of [14] . Indeed, we proved that the recursive definition of the correlation functions of [14] are nothing but Virasoro constraints located at the branch points of the spectral curve whereas the loop equations initially solved in the matrix models context can be seen as Virasoro constraints localized at the poles of the one form ydx on the spectral curve. This means that both approaches are totally equivalent as it was already pointed out in [26] and thus the symplectic invariants are the string theory partition function studied in [3] . We also completed the work of [3] by studying not only hyperelliptical curves but generic spectral curves. Moreover, we have pointed out that the duality between the one hermitian matrix model and the Kontsevich integral just follows from Virasoro constraints on the poles and on the branch points of the same spectral curve. Finally, one was led to decompose the partition function as a product of random matrix integrals: 1 hermitian random matrix integrals at the poles and Kontsevich integrals at the branch points. This gives a nice new representation of the symplectic invariants and a formalism complementary to the approach of [14] . It is interesting to note that these decomposition formulae were already derived by Givental to express the multi-component KP tau-function as a product of KdV tau-functions (i.e. the Kontsevich integral). It was already mentioned in [14] that the partition function build from the symplectic invariants could also be defined as the tau-function of an integrable model (as it is proved for some matrix model's cases). The arising of the Givental decomposition formulae points also in this direction and the formalism borrowed from [3] can be very useful to derive properly a Hirota equation which can be understood as a defining property of the multi-component KP-tau function (e.g. see [1] ), but this is left to a forth-coming work.
Moreover, as it was already remarked, we only focused in this paper on the moduli at the singularities of the spectral curve and left the filling fractions aside. Nevertheless, it should be possible to study this other type of moduli in the same way using the variation of the partition function wrt them. This step is fundamental if one wants to obtain Givental like decomposition formulae for higher genus spectral curve and deserves further investigations.
Among the numerous possible applications of the symplectic invariants, let us mention two of them which can benefit directly from this formalism and would merit further investigations. First, we only considered the "non-mixed correlation functions" 10 and the related loop equations. From this restricted set of observables, one was able to extract Virasoro constraints which can be seen as a restriction of the more general W-algebra constraints encountered for example in the 2-hermitian matrix models [25] . For this purpose, it should be possible to express the mixed correlation functions of [13] , generalized away from the matrix models [6] , as the result of the action of a differential operator on the partition function: these new operators should form some W-algebra. Another aspect which should benefit investigations is the link between this formalism and Krichever-Novikov like algebras [24] . Indeed, as it is pointed out in [3] , the currents J should satisfy some commutation relations giving rise to a Krichever-Novikov algebra or, more precisely, it should give rise to its generalization to arbitrary Riemann surface by Schlichenmaier [28] .
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